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Chardonnay 50%, Pinot Meunier 15%,
Pinot Noir 35%

Since 1985, the Toscano Originale has been produced by 
the skilled hands of the cigar makers of the historic Tosca-
no factory in Lucca. For its production, Italian and North 
American medium filler Kentucky fire-cured tobaccos are 
used for the filler, wrapped in a North American leaf. Sarto-
ri's Amarone della Valpolicella is made from Corvina, Rondi-
nella and Molinara grapes, left to dry for 3-4 months. After 
a first passage in concrete barrels, once vinified, it is aged 
in medium and large oak barrels for at least three years. A 
further aging period of 6 months in the bottle follows.

The Toscano Originale is an austere cigar, where you can 
find all the historical imprint of the brand. Once lit, it reveals 
notes of seasoned wood and also of pepper. The strength 
is sustained but never predominant on the flavor profile. 
Towards the central section, it expresses the typical com-
ponents of leather, wood, and peat. The finale is long, with 
the strength that grows without becoming too disruptive.

At the first olfactory approach, the Corte Brà Sartori Riser-
va 2013 is energetic and incredibly rich: it ranges from red 
fruit to jam (in particular cherry) to the whole range of flavor 
from the aging in barrels, such as licorice, tobacco, pepper, 
and coconut. On the palate, it immediately strikes for its 
smooth and noble tannin. The retronasal perception then 
returns vibrant notes of red fruit such as cherry, currant, 
and blackberry, enriched by a finish that tends to cocoa. 
The combination of the two products is convincing, and its 
strength lies entirely in the wine, which can be combined 
with the smoke from the beginning.

PAIRING CHOICE

A bold pairing is that of Toscano and red wine. There is 
always virtue in audacity.

TOSCANO ORIGINALE  
CORTE BRÀ SARTORI 

2013

The Toscano Duecento, handmade, celebrates the bicente-
nary of the Toscano's birth starting from the blend of the 
Original Toscano (selected Italian and North American Ken-
tucky medium filler tobaccos, wrapped in a North American 
leaf), but in a 200mm bitroncoconical cigar, longer than the 
original. The Grappa Nonino Riserva Antica Cuvée is the re-
sult of a blend of Grappas obtained from the distillation of the 
pomace of Merlot, Cabernet, and Refosco, aged from five to 
twenty years in barriques and small barrels. It is available on 
the market both at Cask Strength (59.9%) and at 43% ABV, 
the version we preferred in combination with the Duecento.

The unlit cigar shows notes of fragrant wood and spices. 
Once lit, its docility, balance, and harmonious character are 
surprising, which also goes for the mix of wood, earth, wal-
nut, and some spicy components. In the central section, it 
becomes more full, with the predominance of wood, but 
also with surprising mineral notes. Strength increases, but 
not to the point of unbalancing the smoke. We suggest ap-
proaching the glass when the cigar is halfway smoked.
 
Nonino Riserva Antica Cuvée intrigues the nose for its soft-
ness, with traces of vanilla, spices, herbs, candied fruit, ho-
ney, and tobacco. It is fairly sapid and a little almondy on the 
palate, presenting itself as a product with great personality 
and extraordinary complexity. After a few moments of rest 
in the glass, it also reveals its soft and velvety soul, where 
vanilla now becomes very present but enriched with citrus 
and woody nuances, which recall the smoky notes of Ken-
tucky from the Duecento.

PAIRING CHOICE

TOSCANO DUECENTO
NONINO RISERVA

Toscano and grappa is a classic combination for a "Sigaro 
Toscano", representatives of the Italian tradition.
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